'RAIDERS FOR LIFE'
Coach: FUNdamentals

Date:

Team:

Session Theme: U6-8 Sessions

Time:

1v1 Tag

THEME:

Click to insert session diagram

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Players race around the cone in front of them, into
the grid (as shown). Green players try
and run past the end line without being tagged by
the White Player.

- change of speed/direction
- feints
- ball control

Encourage change of speed/direction.
After all players get a turn, Switch roles, White attack
opposite end line and Greens try and tag them.
Progression - add ball - have to dribble past end line
to score

THEME:
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Pirate of the Pug

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Players are places inside a circle or square with a pug
net in the center. 7 players have a soccer ball and 2-3
players are without a ball. The 3 players without the
ball are the "Pirates".
Instruct the "Pirates" without the ball to defend the
players with the balls. Once the Pirate wins the ball,
they attempts to score on the Pug Goal in the middle of
the circle. If the Pirate scores the goal, that player too
becomes a Pirate. Play continues until the last player
with the ball wins. If the pirates have a hard time
getting started, the coach can help the pirates at first.

- ball control
- dribbling
- basic defending
- shooting
- awareness
- change of direction/speed

THEME:
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1v1 Shooting Fun

Organization:
Coaching Points:
Two players from each group race through the
- speed, agility
cones in whichever manor the coach directs
- shooting
(bunny hops, backwards, sideways etc) then arrive
though the yellow gate before battling for the ball - shielding
that the coach plays in, and try to score for a point. - see target/see ball

Play finishes when goal is scored, ball goes out of
bounds, or coach calls over.
* Can play with or without a goalkeeper.

THEME:

Knock Off Square

Organization:

Coaching Points:

Set up as shown, 10x10yd square with ball in the middle, extra players waiting
on cones 5yd from inside square.
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- part of foot ball
- head over ball
- creativity
- get shot off early!

Split group into 4 teams. Each team can be a country or a pro team.
1 player plays at a time. Players have a ball each and start at their cone. When
coach says GO! players dribble as fast as they can around the outside of the
middle square back to their starting cone. When they get back to their cone,
players get one try to hit the ball off the middle cone with a pass. Team that
knocks the ball off gets a point.

- ball control
- speed
- accuracy
- part of foot/ball

Variations
- other direction
- one foot only
- play ball to inside of square but run around the outside of the square at each
corner
- different dribbling techniques
Be creative!
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